
Wallops Island began operations in the early 1960s with an NBS C-3 sounder, 

but for much of the 1970s a Swedish Magnetics AB sounder was used.  Films 

from this sounder have much more consistent exposure and coordinate 

registration, reflecting the switch to solid state electronics and less reliance on 

mechanical components.  An example from local noon 1 December 1978 is 

shown in the upper right. 
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60 Years of Historical Ionosonde Data 

The IRI2012 model is used to provide guidance about the expected E-region for 

sporadic E evaluation in the ionogram analysis.  However, IRI2012 only 

provides supporting data files going back to the IGY.  SEC has modified the data 

lookups to use additional records going back to 1950.  The modified IRI2012 

can thus be used for consistent model comparisons from 1950 through the 

present. 
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 ESIR can provide consistent, reproducible, quality-controlled scaling of 

film-era and modern ionograms for long-term ionospheric variation studies. 

 Only hourly F region parameters have been available for the historical film 

archives, but ESIR analysis can provide electron density profiles for these 

ionograms, typically at a 15 minute cadence. 

 ESIR also quantifies sporadic E, descending layers, and spread F, which are 

only crudely indicated in historical tabulations. 

 With modifications, IRI2012 provides reasonable results for the 1950s, 

allowing comparison with ESIR results. 

 Layer heights and densities may be compared with modern modeling results 

to detect long-term changes in the environment. 

 The quiet solar minimum in 1954 has some similarities with  the 2008 solar 

minimum, 54 years later.  A comparison is part of ongoing work. 

Conclusions and Ongoing Work 

Washington D.C. is an important location for ionospheric sounding studies.  The 

National Bureau of Standards (NBS) was located there when the first 

ionospheric sounders were developed, and one of the earliest American sounder 

deployments was at Ft. Belvoir near Washington D.C in the late 1940s.  Its 

sounder was designated WA938, and operated until 1968.  Another NBS 

sounder (WP937) began operations at Wallops Island in the mid 1960s.  

Between WA938 and WP937, ionospheric sounding operations in the area have 

been almost continuous from 1948 through the present time. 

The Washington DC Ionosphere: 1948-1968 

The NBS C-3/C-4 ionosondes were deployed worldwide during the 1950s in 

support of the International Geophysical Year (IGY) and were widely used 

through the 1970s.  While the format of the ionograms is consistent through the 

years, the nature of the vacuum tube-based electromechanical device and 

photographic film processing causes considerable variation in ionogram quality. 

The NBS sounders recorded data on 35mm 

photographic film, and relied on standard time 

and frequency stations such as WWV for 

frequency calibration.  WWV was located in 

Beltsville, MD until 1966, providing a strong 

groundwave signal for both WA938 and 

WP937.  By the time WWV moved to 

Colorado, accurate crystal frequency standards 

were readily available for calibrating 

instruments. 

Space Environment Corporation’s Expert System for Ionogram Reduction 

(ESIR) uses ensemble analysis to find the probable ionogram trace in the 

presence of broadcast interference and conditions such as sporadic E and spread 

F.  This analysis allows an electron density profile (EDP) to be generated with 

realistic uncertainties, suitable for ingestion into ionospheric models such as 

USU’s GAIM. 

The example below from local morning 1 December 1951 shows the trace 

ensemble for the E and F regions (green=O, purple=X) with the best fits as 

black traces.  A range of these traces are selected with different valley 

conditions and the IRI D and E region profiles to produce an electron density 

profile with a range of uncertainties. 

Ensemble Analysis and Electron Density Profiles 

Other sounders were used at Wallops Island in the 1970s, and film gave way to 

digital storage in the early 1980s. 

The film reels from these and other sounders have been stored at World Data 

Centers for decades, with some films dating back to the late 1940s.  However, 

analyzing the archived ionograms is extremely labor-intensive, so little work has 

been done with the films beyond the original hourly hand-scaling of ionospheric 

parameters.  With modern analysis, electron density profiles at a 15-minute 

cadence may be obtained. 

Wallops Island: 1967-Present 

By late 1980s, digital ionograms 

were being recorded on magnetic 

tape and are now archived online by 

NGDC.  A current example (local 

midnight 1 November 2013) from 

the Wallops Island VIPIR is shown 

on the lower right.  The first-

generation digital ionograms had 

poorer resolution than the film 

ionograms, and early attempts at 

automatic scaling were unreliable, 

so re-analysis of the early digital 

data is worthwhile. 

The first available WA938 ionograms are from 

1948, when a strong solar maximum was causing 

problems with the growing post-war shortwave 

communications system.  The first sample from 

local midnight 1 November 1948 (top left) was 

probably produced with a prototype C-2 sounder; 

height and frequency markers are different than in 

the C-3/C-4 ionograms. 

Samples from local midnight 1 November 1951 

(middle left) and 1963 (bottom left) show the 

typical C-3/C-4 layout, with local broadcast band 

interference on the left side.  Daytime interference 

in the area became much stronger during the 

1960s as commercial broadcasting and Cold War 

military and international transmissions filled the 

spectrum. 

Two data sets from the early films were analyzed for 

comparison: the first week of December 1951, and the 

first week of December 1954.  The F10.7 plot (top right) 

shows 1951 was moderately active, while 1954 was very 

quiet. 

The 1951 ESIR analysis (middle right) shows good 

agreement with the IRI2012 foF2 curves, including 

nighttime enhancements on some days. 

The 1954 ESIR analysis (bottom right) shows more 

scatter, and the scaled nighttime foF2 values are similar 

to the 1951 scaled values; IRI2012 indicates lower 

nighttime values than were observed. 

IRI EDPs for the two periods are shown below. 

The F region height from IRI2012 is shown upper 

left for local noon and midnight during the first 

week of December in each year.  Solar cycle effects 

are obvious, especially for the IGY solar maximum.  

Identifying any long-term trends in this cyclical 

variability is clearly challenging. 

The IGRF model (lower left) indicates that the F 

region gyrofrequency has decreased by about 9% 

since 1950 in the Washington DC area. 

Ionosonde data prior to the International Geophysical Year (IGY, 1957) is of 

particular interest because there are few systematic tabulations of these older 

data sets.  The archived films provide the only record of ionospheric conditions 

for the decade before satellite, radar, and other observations became available 

and are important for studies of climatology and long-term change. 

Ensemble analysis allows a fuzzy quality evaluation to be performed, including 

correlation within O-trace fits, within X-trace fits, and between O- and X-trace 

fits (below).  Poor correlations are often due to multiple-hop sporadic E and 

spread F. 

Ionograms that are judged to have acceptable 

quality are processed to produce an EDP with 

uncertainty as shown above.  Otherwise, the 

ionogram is rejected.  Marginal ionogram 

quality will usually produce large EDP 

uncertainties, so the rejection threshold may 

be set according to the application 

requirements. 


